Horizon 2020 Expert Group on "Cultural Heritage"
17 December 2014
9:45 – 18:00
Rue du Champ de Mars 21, Brussels. CDMA Building, Room 03/65

Agenda

9:45 – 10:00  Registration and coffee

10:00  Welcome and objectives of the meeting by the Chair

10:15  A new Cultural Heritage R&I Agenda and Roadmap for the future: Discussion of summary paper prepared by the rapporteur based on input from the experts and workshop - narrative, objectives, expected impacts, actors and actions, timing.

12:45 - 13:30 Sandwich Lunch

13:30  A new Cultural Heritage R&I Agenda and Roadmap for the future: Discussion of summary paper prepared by the rapporteur based on input from the experts and workshop - narrative, objectives, expected impacts, actors and actions, timing (continued).

15:30  Delivery of final report – outstanding issues, timing

17:00  AOB and closure of meeting

17:00-18:00  Verre d'amitiés